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ABSTRACT 
Rapidly convergent high-order methods for the solution of the matrix equation 
XA + A Y = F are discussed. Such methods can he expensive when used in a sequen- 
tial-processing environment but are ideally suited for parallel-processing computa- 
tion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The matrix equation 
xA+AY=F, (14 
where X, Y and F are given matrices of orders n X n, m X m and n X m 
respectively, occurs frequently in the study of ordinary and partial differen- 
tial equations and in control theory (cf. Bamett and Storey [l], Bickley and 
McNamee [2], Davison and Man [4]). Usually all the eigenvalues of X and Y 
(or - X and - Y) have negative real parts. Hoskins, Meek and Walton [5,6] 
consider quadratically convergent iterative methods for finding the solution 
matrix A. In this paper high-order methods for the solution of Eq. (1.1) are 
considered. It is assumed throughout that all the eigenvalues of X and Y 
have positive real parts. If all the eigenvalues of X and Y have negative real 
parts, then Eq. (1.1) can be multiplied by - 1 to give 
(-x)A+A(-Y) = -F. 
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2. CONVERGENCE OF ORDER p 
Hoskins et al. [5] show that the matrix iterative scheme 
x,+1 = $(X,)9 x, = x 
generates a sequence of matrices 
{XO,X1,X2,...,Xk,Xk+l,...}, 
which converges to the identity matrix I if the corresponding iteration for 
the eigenvalues of the matrix X, viz. 
x k+l = +@k)y 
generates a sequence of numbers which converge to unity. The following 
theorem can be used for determination of the function I/J: 
THEOREM 1. Zf 
~(y)Ci=(pT1), i=O(l)p- , 
j=O 
then unity is a fixed point of the iteration 
x k+l = +@kh 
where 
(24 
and convergence is of order p in a neighborhood sufficiently close to unity. 
x k+l- ’ = 




x k+l - 1 = 
If 
~i”~)cj=(P;l), i=O( )p-1, 
then 
h k+l - 1 = O(P), 
and x&+1= 1 for S = 0, which proves the theorem. n 
From Ostrowski [9, pp. 38-461 it follows that the region of convergence 
for the iteration (2.1) is given by 
where 
szi+1 = {h:l@)EOi}, 
i = 0,1,2 ).... 
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3. A MATRIX ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
A matrix iterative method corresponding to Eq. (2.1) can be constructed 
by using the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. If the solution A of the matrix equation 
XA+AY=F 
exists, then it also satisfies 
X22+1A +Ay21+1= g0 (- l)iXiFYs’-i, 
Proof. The proof is by induction. From 
XA+AY=F 
it follows that 
X3A + X’AY = X2F 
and 
1 = 1,2,... , (3.1) 
XAY2 + AY3 = FY2. 
Addition of Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) yields 
X3A -t X2AY + XAY2 + AY3 = X2F + FY2, 
or 
X3A + X(XA+AY)Y + AY3 = X2F+ FY2, 
. . 
hence 
X3A + XFY + AY3 = X2F + FY2, from (3.2); 
X3A + AY3 = X2F - XFY + FY2, 
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If the theorem is true for I = r - 1, then 
2r-2 
X2r-1A +AY2'-1= jgO (- 1)ixPr+i-? (3.5) 
From Eq. (3.2) it follows that 
and 
X2’+‘A + X274)’ = X277 
J’4Y2’ + AY2’+’ = FY2’ 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Addition of Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) yields 
X2’+lA + X'*AY + XAY2' + AY2'+' = X2'F + FY2' 9 
or 
X2’+‘A + X(X 27--A+AY2r-1 ) 
Y+AY2'+1 = X277+ FY2', 
* . . (-l)iXiFy2'+2 Y+Ay2'+' = X2'F+ Fy2r, 
21-2 
X2r+1A +Ay2'+1 = X21;- izo (- l)iXi+1FY2r-i-’ 
X2'+1A +Ay2r+1 = iio (- 1)‘XiFY2*-i. (3.8) 
Hence Eq. (3.8) holds if Eq. (3.5) holds, which completes the proof. n 
COROLLARY. 
X-22-'A +AY-21-1 = 
i~o(-v- 
zl+j-$-j-1. 
Proof. The proof follows upon multiplication of Eq. (3.1) on the left by 
X -21-1 and on the right by Y -2z-1. n 
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4. THE ALGORITHM 
Theorems 1 and 2 can be used to construct the following iterative 
algorithm of order p ( p even) for the solution of Eq. (1.1). It is assumed that 
the spectral bounds of X lie closer to unity than those of Y; if not, X and Y 
can be renamed. 
iiLGORITHM 1. 
Step 1. Solve the system of equations 
z(2{)cj=(ps1), i=O(l)p-1, 
j=O 
for cj, j=O(l)p-1. 
Step 2. While X# I, execute steps 3 and 4. 
Step 3. Set 
p-l Pi-p 
F = 2 2 (- l)k[ cjXk~y2i-P-kCp_i_lXP-z~+k-1~~k~1]. 
i=fp k-0 
Step 4. Set 
x = ‘i’ cjx2i-P+l, 
i=o 
p-1 
y = x cjy2j-P+l. 
f=O 
Step 5. A=F(Y+I)-‘. 
For p = 4(2)10, regions of convergence (2.2) are given in Figs. 1 to 4 and 
the corresponding coefficients cj are 
p=4: 
1 co= cg= -16. 
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0 - no = { a:$Jcx, E n oI le’wl < 11 
*-Cl 1 = { h:*(h) E 0,) 
x - n2 = ( x:*(u) E n,} 
a = x + iy, i = J-1 
I xx 
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x+,0) = [150(x + l/x) - 25(X3 + l/A3) + 30' + l/X5)1/256 
FIG. 2. 
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0 - Ro -c A:*(A) E n,,l*‘(h)l < 1) 
* - R1 = c A:*(?4 E noI 
x - R2 =c X:*(h) E n,1 
x = x + iy, i = J-1 
2 - 
I **:::::z*** ******************** I ********************* 
1 - ********************** 











-1 - ********************** 
********************* I ******************** *********** I ****** 
I --_--__-_ I _________ I _---I-_-_ I_-_-_-_-_ x 
0 1 2 3 
$0) = C3969OcX + l/A) - 8820(X3 + 1/h3) + 2268ch5 + 1/X5) 
- 405(X' + l/A') -I- 35(ig + 1/Ag)1/65536 
FIG. 4. 


















co = cg = gig&. 
5. EXTENSION OF THE REGION OF CONVERGENCE 
The preceding coefficients cj can be chosen so that larger regions of 
convergence are obtained. This is illustrated for p =4. Consider the iteration 
X k+l = dk + ,8x, ’ + yk” + ax,-“, x0 = x. (5.1) 
Let the interval [b,B] contain the real parts of the eigenvalues of Xk. The 
interval [b,B] can be determined by means of Gerschgorin-type theorems 
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(see Wilkinson [lo, p. 711, Binding, Hoskins and Ponzo [3] and Householder 












the spectrum of 




and the sequence of matrices generated by (5.4) converges to the identity 
matrix. 
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then 
E 
y= - B3+b3’ 
6 = _ _@k = B3b3ya 
B3+ b3 
Now 
P 6 f(x) = ax f -y + yx3 + - ) 
x3 
so using (5.3) and (5.7), 
f(x) = a(x+F) + y( 2+$q, 
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If B < 25b, then it follows from (5.11) that 
y2 > (B + b)‘, 
and hence from (5.9) that x E[b, B]. 
Thus for B<25b it is seen from (5.10) and (5.11) that f(x) has only one 
possible extremum in [b,B], viz. at m . 
Now, from (5.8), 
f(m ) = 2am + 2yBbd%, 





f(b) = f(B) = 1, 
[from (5.2), (5.5), (5.6), (5.7)], it follows that (5.12) is a minimum for the 
function (5.8), and hence the spectrum of X,,, in (5.1) lies in the interval 
l_(B\/B+bfi)2E 1 
B3+b3 ’ 
if B < 25b. 
It can be observed that 
l<JB*+bfi)2(2 
B3+b3 ’ 
and if B = 25 b, then 
P*+bW2C102 
B3+b3 * ’ 
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The preceding analysis can be used to construct the following iterative 
algorithm for the solution of Eq. (1.1). It is assumed that the spectral bounds 
of X lie closer to unity than those of Y; if not, rename X and Y. 
ALGORITHM 2. 
Step 1. Choose b and B such that [b, B], b >O, contains the real part of 
the spectrum of X. 
Step 2. While X#I, execute steps 3 to 6. 








6 = B3b3y. 
Step 4. Set 
F = aF+ /3X-‘FY-‘+ y(X’F+FY’-XFY) 
+S(X-3FY-1+X-1FY-3-X-2FY-2). 
Step 5. Set 
x= ax+px-'+yY3+6Y-3. 
Y = aY+pY-‘+yY3+6Y-3. 
Step 6. Set 
b=L 
IIW * 
Step 7. A=F(I+ Y)-? 
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6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
Algorithms 1 and 2 were tested on an example for which 
<2 -1 
-1 2 -1 
-1 2 -1 
L -1 2 
xc y= 
The Euclidean norms, 
3 
,63X63 
of the deviation of the matrix Xk from the identity matrix at each iteration, k, 
were computed. The results appear in Fig. 5. 
In practice Algorithm 2 appears to converge whenever ah the eigenval- 
ues of X and Y have positive real parts, however it slows down to second 
order convergence as Xk approaches 1. On the other hand, if Xk is sufficiently 
close to I, then Algorithm 1 is of fourth-order convergence, but otherwise it 
does not always converge. It can be seen from Fig. 5 however, that a 
combination of Algorithms 1 and 2 converges rapidly. 
7. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS 
The implementation of fourth-order methods is considered. The analysis 
for higher order methods follow a similar pattern. The following assumptions 
are made for convenience: 
(a) The matrices X, Y and F are all n X n, where n is sufficiently large 
so that only the highest-order terms in n are significant. 
(b) The term “operation” means one multiply-add, i.e., one scalar 
multiplication together with one scalar addition. 
(c) An operation requires p seconds of cpu time in a sequential process- 
ing environment. 
(d) The number of operations required for a matrix inversion is in”. 
(e) The number of operations required for a matrix multiplication is n3. 
(f) The spectrum of Y lies within the spectral bounds of X. If this is not 
so it can be arranged by making an appropriate spectral shift (see Hoskins et 
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The number of operations per iteration required for Algorithms 1 and 2 is 
Fn3, viz. two matrix inversions and twenty matrix multiplications. It can be 
observed, however, that in a parallel-processing environment, the inter- 
mediate quantities can be computed in four stages, where each stage is 
processed in sequence but all the quantities computed during a particular 
stage are processed simultaneously. 
The stages for one iteration are as follows: 
Stage 1. Compute X - ‘, Y -I, X2, Y ‘, XF, FY. 
Stage 2. Compute X3, Y3, XP2, Y -2, X9, FY2, XFY, X-9, FY -i. 
Stage 3. Compute X -3, Y-3, x-‘FY-l, x-aFY-‘, x-1FY-2. 
Stage 4. Compute X -3FY-1, X-2FY-2, X-1FY-3. 
Thus one iteration can be done within 
(:+3)n3p = !$‘Tz’~ seconds. 
Man [B] presents a high-order method of solution for the Lyapunov 
matrix equation, 
Y’A + AY = F, 




A k+l = ~~o($ip’)‘Ak~‘p*, k = 1,2 ,..., 
A = ,‘” A, - h&F, 
+ 
where 
I/, = (Z-;Yh+&Y2h2)-1(Z+;Yh+$Y2h2), (7.2) 
the ti’s depend on the order p, and h depends on the largest eigenvalue of Y 
(see Davison and Man [4]). I n a sequential-processing environment the 
optimal order is 2. If p = 4, Eq. (7.1) becomes 
A, = -~[~~,F+~,~‘F$J+~~(~~)‘F$J~+(~~)’FI,L~]. 
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In a parallel processing environment A, can be computed in four stages, viz.: 
Stage 1. Compute F#, q2. 
Stage 2. Compute Ic/‘F#, F#2, #3. 
Stage 3. Compute ($‘)‘FIc/, FI/J~. 
Stage 4. Compute (Ic/3)‘F1c/3. 
Thus one iteration can be done within 4n3p seconds, which is about the same 
as for Algorithms 1 and 2, but this does not take into account the computa- 
tion required to obtain $ from Eq. (7.2) before starting the iterations. 
8. CONCLUSION 
Rapidly convergent high-order methods for the solution of the matrix 
equation XA + AY = F can be found, Such methods can be expensive when 
used in a sequential-processing environment, but are ideally suited for 
parallel-processing computation. 
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